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Characteristic Summary
In context:  
The Future of Commissioning

Strategic 
perspective

•		Conceptual	and	analytical	
thinking.

•			Ability	to	recognise	and	
respond to environmental 
change, remaining mindful of 
the organisation’s core mission.

•			Discipline	to	find	activities	
that reflect the organisation’s 
passion, demonstrate its 
strengths, and generate 
resources.

•			Clear	about	the	organisation’s	
mission and unique selling point, 
and disciplined in sticking to it.

•			Willingness	and	ability	to	
develop a clear understanding 
of commissioners’ evolving 
priorities.

•			Opportunistic	regarding	
changes in the environment, and 
entrepreneurial in generating 
resources.

Customer service 
orientation

•			A	genuine	empathy	with	
the end-user and a focus on 
service delivery.

•		An	appetite	for	the	detail	of	
providing quality service.

•		Able	to	define	success	
coherently in terms of 
outcomes for service users, 
going beyond financial metrics.

•		The	discipline	to	invest	in	
developing sound models of 
good practice to overcome 
commissioners’ nervousness.

•		Shows	leadership	in	promoting	
a professional and competent 
approach to research and 
service delivery.

Tools:  A leadership framework for third sector CEOs leading 
public service-providing organisations
The following framework of leadership behaviours and competencies was developed 
by ACEVO and Futurebuilders England over the course of two seminars, entitled ‘The 
Future	of	Commissioning’,	and	draws	on	research	from	Hay	Group	and	from	Jim	Collins.	
It is tailored to third sector CEOs who lead organisations operating in the public services 
market.
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Characteristic Summary
In Context:  
The Future of Commissioning

Affinity and integrity •		Strong	affinity	with	the	raison	
d’être of the organisation, and 
passion for its values and beliefs.

•		A	desire	to	succeed	for	the	
greater good of the organisation, 
and to make a difference through 
others.

•		Puts	the	needs	of	service	users	
ahead of more organisational 
disputes about territory and 
independence.

•		Shows	willingness	to	delegate	
to appropriate managers in 
decentralised and streamlined 
organisation.

•		Avoids	presumption	of	moral	
authority or superiority and knows 
that the organisation must justify  
its existence.

Confidence, courage 
and resilience

•		Courage	to	take	tough	and	
unpopular decisions, to 
acknowledge when one has ‘got 
things wrong’, and to ‘bounce 
back’ quickly after setbacks. 

•		Confident	in	highly	visible	and	
stressful situations, e.g. public 
forum, debates, media. 

•		Ability	to	deal	with	public	and	
emotive criticism.

•		Resilience	and	determination	to	
see changes in the market as 
opportunities, rather than setbacks.

•		Ability	to	face	the	brutal	fact	that	
the organisation itself (not just 
its commissioners) may need to 
improve.

•		Actively	seeks	honest	feedback	
from commissioners – especially 
negative feedback – and works to 
address it.

Visionary 
communication

•		The	ability	to	paint	a	picture	of	
the future that appeals strongly 
to others.

•		Shows	passion	and	emotion	in	
visioning and representing the 
work of the organisation to 
others.

•		A	powerful	communicator	in	all	
forums, seen to speak out and 
represent the organisation.

•		Acts	as	a	powerful	advocate	for	
the organisation’s approach to 
service delivery, and for innovation.

•		Embraces	public	forums	and	
opportunities to interact: resists 
temptation towards ‘splendid 
isolation’.

•		Demonstrates	public	commitment	
to commissioned services, building 
trust with commissioners.

•		Has	the	ability	to	easily	encapsulate	
the mission and USP in the 
context of the commissioners’ 
strategic objectives.
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In Context:  
The Future of Commissioning

Motivating and 
developing a 
team

•		Leading	from	the	front,	with	the	
ability to make things happen: 
practical not just cerebral.

•		Helping	others	to	maintain	their	
resilience and enthusiasm by being 
seen to understand the problems of 
and support staff and/or volunteers 
in their work ‘on the ground’.

•		Leads	and	drives	forward	joint	
initiatives with commissioners, 
overcoming institutional obstacles 
and diffuse power structures.

•		Inspires	commitment	to	service	
excellence in frontline staff, 
and the discipline necessary to 
monitor it.

•		Clear	about	the	rationale	and	
model for building organisational 
capacity and invests in 
management and leadership 
development.

•		Harnesses	pro bono support to 
build extra capacity in bidding 
and tendering.

Networking and 
influencing

•		A	structured	yet	opportunistic	
approach to identifying and building 
relationships with those whose 
support could be useful.

•		Actively	engaging	in	groups/on	
committees that will usefully further 
personal network.

•		Building	alliances	with	other	
organisations to work together to 
fulfill mutual objectives.

•		A	strong	desire	and	capacity	for	
influencing others to further the 
mission of the organisation.

•		Politically	astute:	knows	where	the	
power lies and how to influence it.

•		Opportunistic	approach	to	
finding ways of engaging with 
commissioners.

•		Willingness	to	invest	in	
relationships with commissioners, 
so they survive the turbulence of 
the national policy environment.

•		Powers	of	empathy	and	
persuasion to manage 
relationships with commissioners 
during policy turbulence.

•		Ability	to	understand	the	(ever-
changing) structures behind local 
commissioning, and identify the 
right way in.

•		Ability	to	identify	the	decision-
makers in commissioning 
organisations and draw them into 
the discussion.

•		Convinces	commissioners	to	
support the organisation through 
excellence, and brand-building 
rather than confrontation and 
oppositionalism.




